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INT. Melvin's

Christmas Day1994
12:26 P.M.

After a bowl of “Chocolate Gold”
whilst watching “Video 21's Big City Rockin' Parade”,

Melvin pops the “Wizard of Death” cartridge 
in the “Manic 5000” console, presses the “Power” button

and is instantly greeted with...
A certain “Blue-Hatchet-Wielding-Robo-Kitty” zipping across

the screen screaming the word “Maniac” followed by the respective logo
and His iconic deep laughter.

this is then followed up with...

On the distant planet of
“Maniacron”, 

a race of sentient 
techno organic 
robots known as

“Maniacons”
inhabit its' cities.



Run by the tyrannical Prince Froggit
and His shady pet doctor 

Edward P. Gorpley crumbling Their 
once great economy to a point 

where Maniacons are now 
forced to fight 

in a tournament called 
“Bankflow Bloodshed” 

for food, money & shelter
or otherwise face 

eminent domain and even... 
DEATH!!!

Combatants lineup at ICOM Tower to receive 
Their fighting moves and special abilities through 

Dr. Gorpley's “Virtual Reality Matrix”. 

However, repairs for 
Their resulting 

injuries in battle 
would be costly
... Very costly.

Melvin makes it to the 
“Start & Options” Menu



He selects “Options”, Difficulty: Very Easy
 (because it's His 1st time playing)

Blood: On
Deletions: On

Note: You can turn those off if You want
a more “PG13” experience.

Melvin finally makes it to the 
“Character Select” screen and 

chooses “The Catastrophic Cat”
before being greeted by a short bio

of the character



CATASTROPHIC CAT
After losing His restaurant to the 

“law of the land”
that is Prince Froggit, 

former chef Clovis Mayfield
a.k.a. “Clovis the Culinary Cat” 

enters the tournament as 
the “Catastrophic Cat” 

(after a snide remark regarding His name)
to regain the life He once had 
and take back His restaurant.

Melvin's 1st opponent is “Glock” who isn't too hard to beat
especially on “very easy” difficulty.

Melvin goes the normal 3 rounds that the game gives You
before making His way up to opponent 2: “Buggabear”

and that's where things get interesting.



Round 1 goes pretty normal
but now Melvin wants to 

do the “Hatchet Toss” finisher in round 3
and to do so, He'll practice in round 2

thinking nothing will happen.

Rat Fink looks in the instruction manual
Melvin: “Dude, what's the 'Hatchet Toss' deletion?”

Rat Fink: “Uhm... Forward, Down, Forward, Low Punch.”

As Melvin wins Round 2, 
He puts in the code as quickly as He can

so He can do it in Round 3 but then, 
The Catastrophic Cat performs 

the finisher completely unprompted.



The Rat & Lizard Tag Team look on
in total shock as that was 

NOT supposed to happen... 
like EVER!

They make it to round 3 thinking that that will be
the end of it and Melvin gets to the next opponent

but They couldn't be more wrong.

Rat Fink: “Maybe it's a glitch?”

Melvin wins Round 3 and the 
“Marked for Delete” prompt comes up.

Melvin performs the deletion again
thinking that this is it, but then They're

greeted with...



ROUND 4
FIGHT

Melvin: “Round 4 ???”
Rat Fink: “What... the... fuck!?!”

Rat Fink calls in Brother Brotha
and tells Him what's going on in the game.

Rat Fink: “Eh, Brotha. Come in here. Check this shit out.”

At first, Brother Brotha doesn't believe Him
until Melvin makes it to Round 5

Brother Brotha: “Yo, that's crazy, man. 
How da hell dat happen, y'all?”

Rat Fink: “He practiced the 'Hatchet Toss' in Round 2 
thinking nothing would happen.”



As the rounds rack up,
so do the number of people watching

as Brotha calls in Trash Jimmy and Lil' Ricky.

Brother Brotha: “Yo Jimmy... Ricky. Get in here. Check dis shit out.”
Trash Jimmy: “Aww shit. Melvin's playin' 'Story Mode'?”

Brother Brotha: “Naw, Man. He be on Round 6 right now.”
Trash Jimmy: “Man, there ain't no 'Round 6'. What You talkin' 'bout?!?”

Brother Brotha: “Oh Really? Look.”

Brotha points to the T.V. As Melvin wins Round 6
and performs the finisher.



Brother Brotha: “Wait for it.”

ROUND 7
FIGHT

Trash Jimmy: “What? No way!”
Lil' Ricky: “Maybe it's some kinda glitch.”
Rat Fink: “That's what I've been saying.”

All 4 of the boys watch on
as Melvin gets to Round 8, 

Round 9 and finally, Round 10
before actually getting out this

weird 16-bit anomaly.

Trash Jimmy: “Round 8. DELETED!”
Brother Brotha: “Round 9. You got this, man.”

Lil' Ricky: “You think He'll ever make it out of this?”
Rat Fink: “Final Round... hopefully.”

The screen finally changes back
to the opponent roster moving
Melvin's character up a square
and on to His next match.

His next opponent (a.k.a. Victim), Jack Rabbit
seemed relatively easy compared to what
He'd just went through with Bugga Bear.



Jack Rabbit fires a couple Dynamite Carrots
before Melvin gets the final uppercut

sending ole' Jacky Boy into to the Danger Zone
before being greeted with

JACK RABBIT
MARKED FOR DELETE

Melvin puts the finisher
on Jack Rabbit and before

You know it, He's off to do 
the same with Smog Dog.



Melvin moves on to the Buzzard Bees
and out smarts Them with a back flip 

before doing a double decapitation
finisher on “Maniacron's Local Law Enforcement”

Melvin gets tossed around like a rag doll 
by the final boss Froggit before executing
“The Uppercut Heard 'Round the World”
rendering Frog Boy “Marked For Delete”



but the Prince ain't having none of that
as He lunges forward before catching 
Clovis' Cleaver right between His eyes
effectively winning Melvin the game.

The Boys cheer Melvin on
as They get to witness the final cut scene.



CULINARY CAT
After defeating

 Prince Froggit in the Final Battle, 
effectively ending His reign of tyranny,

former chef Clovis Mayfield
a.k.a. “Clovis the Culinary Cat” 

 takes back His restaurant. 
Whilst still not able to re open it 
back to the public, He decides 

to use it for new cooking show called 
“C+R: Chef & Restaurant” and will forever be known

as “The Wizard of Death”

THE END

Cast of Characters:
Mutant Melvin

Rat Fink
Brother Brotha
Trash Jimmy

Lil' Ricky

From “Wizard of Death”:
Catastrophic Cat 

Froggit
Dr. Gorpley

Glock
Bugga Bear
Jack Rabbit
Smog Dog

The Buzzard Bees
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